2019 SUMMER RESEARCH AWARD


5. Peter Bednekoff, (Biology). “When the Cat's Away: Anti-Predator Behavior by Wall Lizards Under Reduced Danger.”


9. Stephanie Casey, (Mathematics and Statistics). “Teachers' Designed Tasks to Develop Students' Statistical Thinking and Data Analysis Skills with CODAP.”


11. Catherine Gammon, (Health Promotion and Human Performance). “Eastern Michigan University’s Student Food Pantry: Usage and User Characteristics over Four Academic Years.”


16. Christine Hume, (English Language and Literature). “Consider the Sex Offender and Other Essays.”

17. Heather Hutchins-Wiese, (Health Sciences). “Frailty Index Calculation and Application to Health Outcomes in Meals on Wheels Recipients.”


27. Christina Mirtes, (Teacher Education). “Concepts to Go!: Early Literacy Supporting Intentional Learning Experiences in Early Childhood Settings.”

29. Deborah Pae, (Music and Dance). “Formosa Quartet Tours Hawaii, Canada, Asia, and California.”

30. Valerie Pauli, (Nursing). “Usefulness and Ease of Interactive Video Technology Integration Among Faculty Members in Online Nursing Courses.”


33. Amani Rashid, (Economics). ”How Old is too Old? The Welfare Effects of Extending Foster Care Beyond Age 18.”


38. Tucker Staley, (Political Science). “The Impact of Coordinated Funding on the Washtenaw County Nonprofit Sector.”


40. Aaron Struminger, (Health Promotion and Human Performance). “Identifying Age Related Differences in the Shoulders and Knees of Swimmers.”